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An evaluation of the application of the high extralunar flux in pre-mare times to more
general problems of early solar system history is attempted by combining the results of
dynamic studies with lunar chronological data.
There is a twofold to fourfold contrast in the integral impact flux between the Apollo 14
and 16 sites and the older mare surfaces. This is judged insufficient to account for the
contrasting lithology between these two sites: basalts and soil breccias in the maria, an-
nealed breccias and impact melts in the highlands. Therefore these rocks and their ages
(3.9-4.0 b.y.) are thought to predate the surfaces in which they are found. Estimation of
the flux needed to produce these lithologies, and difficulties associated with extrapolating
this further back in lunar history give support to the "cataclysm" hypothesis of Tera,
Papanastassiou, and Wasserburg.
Dynamical studies permit separate evaluation of the possible sources for both the
"normal" flux during the first 600 million years of lunar history and the "peak" that ap-
parently occurred 4.0 billion years ago. The most likely sources for the normal flux are
comets from the vicinity of Uranus and Neptune. The most promising source for the peak
is tidal disruption by Earth or Venus of a Ceres-size asteroid initially in a Mars-crossing
orbit. Alternative possibilites are suggested.
Dynamical studies have been carried out in order to determine the extent to which a
heliocentric flux could be confined to the Moon (and Earth). A Monte Carlo method, based
on that of Arnold (ref. 1), has been used to calculate the relative impact rates of planet-
crossing bodies with the Moon and the terrestrial planets. It is found that except for nearly
circular initial orbits, the resulting impact density on these bodies is similar. Nearly
circular initial orbits at the distance of Mercury greatly favor impact with that planet. In
the iase of Earth and Venus, they tend to share the material with one another.
It is concluded that the time variation of the flux on these planets is closely related to
that on the Moon.
The Extralunar Flux in the Early
History of the Moon
In order to understand the evolution of
planetary interiors and surfaces, it is neces-
sary to establish a time scale to which the
major events in its history may be referred.
Prior to obtaining samples of a planet it is
possible to establish a relative time scale
based on geological principles of superposi-
tion, in which contact relationships between
units resulting from identifiable events are
used to determine which of the events oc-
curred first. Unless erosion processes are too
severe, it is possible to go further and estab-
lish a planet-wide time scale based on crater
frequencies and crater morphology. A time-
related parameter
is thereby determined, where <j>( t ) is the flux
of impacting bodies at time t in the past. Work
in a number of laboratories is establishing the
relationship between absolute time, t, and the
flux time, T, for the Moon by determination of
Rb87-Sr*7, K40-Ar40, and U, Th -+ Pb ages of
suitable lunar rocks. Under fairly general
circumstances, as will be explained later,
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establishment of this time scale for the Moon
represents a major step in establishing a
cratering time scale for all of the inner
planets, as the extralunar flux forms a link
connecting the history of the terrestrial
planets.
An early result of the task of relating <j>
to t was the demonstration that <f> was not a
linear function of time. Although the inte-
grated flux indicated by crater frequencies
at the Apollo 11 site in Mare Tranquillitatis
was « .1 that of the lunar highlands (ref.
2), the age of the basalts flooding this region
was found to be 3.6 X 109 yrs, the greater
part of the entire age (4.6 X 109 years) of
the Moon (refs. 3 and 4). More detailed in-
formation on the relationship between <f> and
t has been provided by subsequent lunar mis-
sions (refs. 5, 6, and 7).
Particularly striking is the rapid decline
in flux between the time of filling of the
oldest mare surfaces, and the younger pre-
mare surfaces (Cayley and Fra Mauro). As
will be discussed in somewhat greater detail
subsequently, there is some uncertainty as to
the exact time interval over which this de-
crease took place. It is clear, however, that
the decrease in flux during a few hundred
million years about 4 X 109 years ago was
greater than the decrease in flux during all
of subsequent lunar history. This has been
interpreted by Tera et al. (refs. 8 and 9) as
indicating a lunar "cataclysm," a peak of ex-
tralunar bombardment about 3.9 X 10" years
ago.
Both the Fra Mauro (Apollo 14) and Des-
cartes Highlands (Apollo 16) sites are re-
latively lightly cratered terra surfaces which
have received two to four times the impact
flux of the older mare surfaces in Mare Tran-
quillitatis and Mare Serenitatis. At both
these sites igneous rocks (including probable
impact melts) and shock-metamorphosed
breccias have yielded ages of 3.84 to 4.01 X
10* years by the Rb-Sr and K-Ar methods
(refs. 10-16), and U-Pb measurements
indicate that this was also a time of U-Pb
fractionation, presumably associated with
volatilization of Pb (refs. 17, 18, and 19).
Most, if not all, of these ages are best inter-
preted as impact-related. Post-mare impact-
melted rocks and well-annealed breccias are
notably absent from the mare sites sampled.
Although such rocks are undoubtedly pro-
duced by the same flux that has produced
melted rocks on the earth (e.g., the Ries
basin), the overall effect of this flux for the
past 3.6 b.y. has caused a negligible resetting
of ages on the mare surfaces. A few post-mare
breccias have been investigated from the
Apollo 15 site (refs. 15 and 20) and the age
of the mare basalts in these rocks has not
been noticeably affected by their later brec-
ciation. Therefore it is thought unlikely that
increasing this integrated flux by a factor
of only two to four would result in the impact
metamorphism dated by the Apollo 14 and 16
rocks. Consequently, it is believed that these
ages of 3.84 to 4.01 X 109 years predate the
surfaces on which they have been collected.
On the other hand, Rb-Sr ages of 3.77 to 3.82
X 109 years are obtained on Mare Serenitatis
basalts at the Apollo 17 site (refs. 9 and 21).
These mare ages nearly overlap those found
at the terra sites. This small difference in
ages makes it difficult to calculate precisely
the rate of decrease of the flux of impacting
bodies, as the difference between the mare
and terra ages is comparable to differences
found for the same rock in different labora-
tories by the same method, and also compa-
rable to the uncertainty introduced by half-
life errors in comparing ages measured by
different methods. Probably the most consis-
tent way of calculating the change in flux is to
use four Rb-Sr ages measured at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology: Fra Mauro
rocks 14073 and 14310 (3.88 ± .03 b.y.), Des-
cartes Highlands rock 68415 (3.84 ± .01 b.y.)
and Mare Serenitatis basalt 75055 (3.77 ±
.06 b.y.). Use of Rb-Sr ages on the same or
related rocks from other laboratories will
shift the absolute ages somewhat but will
not change the differences appreciably. Fit-
ting the measured integral flux to these ages,
as well as to those of the Apollo 11, 12, and
15 mare basalts, and the present measured
flux requires a component of flux decaying
with a half-life of 40 ± 10 m.y., joined to at
least two longer lived components.
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Figure 1.—Mineral isochron for basaltic clast from
breccia 14321.
The gap between the youngest terra rocks
and the oldest mare basalts becomes even
smaller if the mare age of 3.9 b.y. found by
Stettler et al. (ref 22) is included. However,
it is possible that these older mare samples
somewhat predate the surface on which they
are now found.
The half-life of the short-lived component
will be lengthened to about 60 m.y.. if 14310,
14073, and 68415 are not interpreted as be-
ing impact melts, but as minor extrusive or
intrusive rocks, postdating the surface on
which they are found. The meteoritic com-
ponent found in these rocks (ref. 23) argues
against this interpretation.
The foregoing discussion made no assump-
tions regarding the relationship of the rocks
studied to basin-forming events, e.g., the
relationships of the Apollo 14 samples, the
Fra Mauro formation, and Imbrium ejecta.
Such a discussion is not necessary in order
to demonstrate the rapid decay of the ex-
tralunar bombardment. However, these re-
sults are entirely consistent with the view
that the Fra Mauro formation is an Imbrium
ejecta blanket and that the rocks collected
near the rim of Cone Crater are derived from
the Fra Mauro formation. As discussed above,
the age of the Fra Mauro surface is known
to be less than 3.88 b.y., if 14310 and 14073
are impact melts, and less than 3.95 to 4.01
b.y., if they are small-scale igneous rocks of
internal origin. Compston et al. (ref. 13)
have presented reasons for believing that the
mineral ages of 3.95 to 4.01 X 109 years found
for basaltic clasts in 14321 are metamorphic
ages, their resetting resulting from meta-
morphism in a hot Imbrium ejecta blanket.
Although the difference is not far outside of
experimental error, this conclusion is at least
nominally inconsistent with the view that
the age (3.88 b.y.) of 14073 and 14310 is
Pre-Imbrium.
We have carried out some Rb-Sr measure-
ments which show it to be unlikely that
these ages are metamorphic. We have deter-
mined a mineral isochron for a basaltic clast
in 14321 (fig. 1) as well as for a microbreccia
clast in the same rock (fig. 2). The ages
calculated from these isochrons are equal,
well within experimental error. However,
the initial Sr87/Sr86 ratios are entirely
different, showing that the basaltic clast and
microbreccia clast were not in isotopic equi-
librium at that time. This result, however,
did not exclude the possibility that the basalt
did not equilibrate internally, even though
such equilibration did not extend between
clasts. In order to check this possibility we
have obtained Rb-Sr data at the contact be-
tween a basalt clast and adjacent micro-
breccia clasts, all within 1 mm of one another
(fig. 3). If the surface region of the basalt
clast had equilibrated with the adjacent
microbreccia clasts, all three would lie along
an isochron of slope 4.0 b.y. This is not the
case. The basaltic material does not deviate
at all from the previously determined internal
basalt isochron, and there is no suggestion
that any of the more radiogenic strontium
from the microbreccia has entered into the
basalt. Therefore it seems unlikely that re-
equilibration of the basalt has been com-
pletely internal, if this rock represents a
fragment of, or a clast within, the Fra Mauro
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Figure 2.—Mineral isochron for inicrobreccia clasts
from breccia 14321. The line marked 4.05 ± .06
b.y. is the isochron drawn through density frac-
tions of clast 184-53. The others are "whole-rock"
microbreccia clasts.
formation. However, as discussed by Chao
(ref. 24) it is by no means necessary to
believe that the Fra Mauro formation at the
Apollo 14 site was ever very hot, and is more
likely to represent a debris blanket more
analogous to the Bunte breccia of the Ries
basin. In this case, the age of 4.0 b.y. found
for the basalt and microbreccia represents a
Pre-Imbrium age, consistent with the previous
interpretation that such ages, as well as
those slightly younger, predate the cratered
surface at this site.
Following this line of thought, the ubiq-
uitous ages (— 4.0 b.y.) found in the high-
lands must represent the effect of an inte-
grated flux considerably greater than the
fairly moderate twofold to fourfold increase
found at the Apollo 14 and 16 sites. In order
for these ages to dominate in the manner
they do, a much greater integrated flux, e.g.,
a further tenfold increase, is required in the
interval 3.95 to 4.05 b.y. Alternatively, or
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Figure 3.—Rb-Sr evolution diagram showing lack of
isotopic equilibrium at the contact between a basalt
clast and adjacent microbreccia clasts.
possibly equivalently, this could represent a
period of major basin formation. In this case
it is necessary to assign at least the Imbrium
and Orientale impacts, and possibly that of
Crisium and Nectaris as well, to this short
interval of time. If this rapid decline in
bombardment by basin and/or crater-forming
bodies is extrapolated back in time, an inte-
grated flux more than 1000 times that found
on the oldest mare surfaces would be expected
on a surface of 4.4 b.y. Such a rapid increase
would greatly reduce the probability of finding
ages of 4.2 to 4.3 b.y. still preserved, as
found in several laboratories (refs. 25, 26,
and 27). In addition, it would seem difficult
to confine the radioactive KREEP material
to the Procellarum-Imbrium region, as found
by the orbiting -/-spectrometer experiments.
Rb-Sr data on KREEP-rich rocks show that
the original Rb enrichment of this material
took place about 4.4 b.y. ago, and a continued
increase in bombardment beyond that found
at 4.0 b.y. would be expected to result in more
uniform distribution of this material.
In view of the foregoing, the most plausible
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interpretation of the data is that given by
Tera et al., that the lunar bombardment went
through a peak about 4.0 b.y. ago, and the
rapid decline in flux following that time was
not merely the "tail" of a continually de-
clining flux beginning 4.6 b.y. ago.
Possible Sources of the Early
Extralunar Flux
Regardless of whether the actual lunar
flux history was the late-peaking "cataclys-
mic" one outlined above, or the more fre-
quently stated one of continually declining
bombardment, some source which decays
with a short lifetime, i.e., ~ 40-80 m.y., is
required to be still present 600 m.y. after the
formation of the solar system.
A fundamental but incompletely resolved
problem is whether or not the bodies con-
stituting this source were in geocentric or
in heliocentric orbit. The time delay of 600
m.y. in the decay of the flux is much too long
for randomly oriented crossing geocentric
orbits. However, the lifetime does not rule
out special geocentric orbits, such as bodies
in circular orbits intersected by the Moon
as it moves out to greater geocentric distance
as a result of tidal friction. There is no
special reason to believe that clusters of
bodies in such circular orbits were likely to
have ever formed. In fact, current theories
of the evolution of a geocentric swarm (refs.
28-31) involve formation of "geocentric
planetesimals" much closer to the Earth.
Also, if objects of ~ 1022 g were in Earth
orbit at <-- 50 Earth radii for 600 m.y. it
seems surprising that no much smaller bodies
exist at somewhat greater geocentric dis-
tances today. Nevertheless, understanding
of the formative stages of the solar system
is insufficient to preclude this possibility.
Tha principal difference between impact
by bodies in geocentric or heliocentric orbit
will be their impact velocity: <— 3 km/s for
geocentric bodies and > 15 km/s for heliocen-
tric bodies of sufficient lifetime. The kinetic
energy of the impacting geocentric bodies is
barely sufficient to melt the impacting body
itself. At the velocities stated above, the ki-
netic energy per gram will be about 25 times
as great for the heliocentric bodies, and much
more extensive shock-melting would be antic-
ipated.
The arguments presented in the preceding
section implicitly assumed that the energy of
the impacting bodies in early lunar history
was the same as that in more recent times
(at present ~ 30 km/s). If the earlier bodies
were less energetic, the increase in flux nec-
essary to explain the widespread shock meta-
morphism 4 b.y. ago would be much greater.
However, in view of the special orbital cir-
cumstances already required for the geocen-
tric source, it does not seem too much of an
additional burden to require the bodies to be
100 times larger.
An even lower energy source of lunar im-
pacts, Moon-orbiting bodies <-' 1023 g in mass,
has been proposed by Reid (ref. 32).
It seems difficult to believe that there is no
way to distinguish between the highland
breccias and craters being produced by very
large slow bodies on the one hand, or by
smaller bodies with -~ 100 times as much en-
ergy per unit mass on the other. However,
this seems to be the case at present, and it
would represent a major contribution to lu-
nar science if this uncertainty could be
eliminated.
With regard to bodies in heliocentric or-
bits, there are a number of classes of bodies
in various kinds of orbits which have un-
doubtedly played a role in bombarding the
Moon. It would be a mistake to seek to ex-
plain all lunar impact phenomena in terms
of a single source, even though such inter-
pretations may appear more simple.
In discussing the contributions of various
sources, it has been conventional to speak of
various "components" of the flux which be-
gan to decay 4.6 X 10" years ago with various
half-lives. This approach is acceptable, pro-
vided it is not taken too seriously. Although
an exponential decay is a fair approximation
for some classes of initial orbits, there are
others that provide a flux with a more com-
plex time history. An example of this is
offered by Mars-crossing bodies with peri-
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helion near Mars. For such bodies, a discrete
interval of .5 to 1.0 b.y. is required for any
members of an initial ensemble or "swarm"
of such bodies to become Earth-crossing.
Therefore the rate of Earth and Moon im-
pacts from such a source will remain zero
for a long time, increase to a maximum, and
then decay with a half-life of >~ 109 yrs.
The orbital evolution of a number of
classes of initial heliocentric orbits has been
studied by Monte Carlo iteration of Opik's
(ref. 33) collision theory (refs. 1 and 34-
37). These results will be used in the subse-
quent discussion. Although there are special
cases to which this theory is not applicable,
particularly where commensurabilities in
period occur, the general lifetime and his-
tory of most planet-crossing initial orbits
are treated sufficiently well by this method.
In any case these calculations are to be pre-
ferred over those in which Opik's collision
theory is used without iteration. This is
particularly true when more than one plan-
et's orbit is crossed.
Except for the problem of the probable
"cataclysm" at 4 b.y., to be discussed later,
there is no special difficulty in describing
plausible sources for the generally declining
flux over most of lunar history. During the
earliest accretionary phase of the Moon, low-
velocity heliocentric (or geocentric) orbits
would be required. After the Moon grew to
nearly its present size, the bulk of any resi-
dual Earth-crossing bodies would be swept
up on a time scale of <-< 107 years. A similar
time scale would apply to bodies with aphe-
lion near Jupiter in orbits similar to those
providing the source of most of the large
meteoroid flux at the Earth today. Bombard-
ment by these bodies probably played a major
role in establishing the present size distribu-
tion in the asteroid belt, and may have been
important in supplying material for the final
stages of the Earth and Moon. However, it
is doubtful if any record remains of the im-
pact of these transient sources.
On the more relevant time scale of —' 108
years, there are several sources that need to
be considered. Some members of the short-
lived initial Earth-crossing population will
be perturbed into orbits of high inclination,
and their lifetime will be lengthened to
—' 2 X 10s years. On this same time scale,
Mars' perturbations will transfer into Earth-
crossing orbit Mars crossers in initial orbits
similar to Eros, i.e., those with initial peri-
helion near Earth. At the present time both
of these sources are of such minor importance
that it is very difficult to estimate their ini-
tial strength. The total flux required to
impact the Moon during the first —' 500 m.y.
after the end of terminal accretion may be
estimated at — 102- to 1013 g. Even for
bodies with a high probability of terminat-
ing their heliocentric history by planetary
impact, rather than by ejection from the so-
lar system, the efficiency of the Moon for
capturing such bodies is small because of its
small cross section relative to Earth and
Venus. An adequate source will therefore
require an initial mass of ~ 10-4 to 1025 g in
the proper orbits. This is similar to or greater
than the present mass of the entire asteroid
belt. There is no evidence that such a mass of
material was not present in these orbits in
the early solar system. With regard to the
"Eros-type" orbits, a somewhat special dis-
tribution of initial orbits is required to avoid
a residue of very long-lived (^ 2 X 109
years) Mars crossers greater than the num-
ber actually observed at present.
As mentioned before, data from the Prairie
Network (ref. 38) shows that most of the
present flux of large meteoroids at the Earth
is of cometary origin (ref. 39), primarily
nonvolatile residues of short-period comets
with aphelion near Jupiter. Therefore, it is
appropriate to inquire as to the role of this
source in the early solar system. At the pres-
ent time it is believed that comets are per-
turbed by passing stars into the inner solar
system from the Oort cloud of comets at dis-
tances of 104 to 103 AU. It is usually thought
that the Oort cloud was initially generated
in the region of the major planets and per-
turbed into its present position by perturba-
tions of the major planets and later by nearby
stars. This process of populating the Oort
cloud is roughly the inverse of the process
by which they are captured into "Jupiter's
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Figure 4.—Histogram showing the time distribution
of lunar impacts resulting from comets initially in
Neptune-crossing orbits.
family" at the present time. Those cometary
bodies which were originally in the vicinity
of Jupiter will be lost from the solar system
proper on a very short time scale ( —' 106
years) and will contribute only to the termi-
nal bombardment. However, those comets
formed in the vicinity of Neptune and Uranus
will evolve more slowly. First, perturbations
by Neptune and/or Uranus will cause their
perihelion to cross Saturn. In turn, Saturn
perturbations will lead to Jupiter-crossing.
Once in Jupiter-crossing, the further evolu-
tion will be similar to that of a modern short-
period comet, and a similar fraction will be
brought into Earth-crossing orbits.
The orbital evolution of bodies initially in
Neptune-crossing or Uranus-crossing has
been calculated by the Monte Carlo technique
of Arnold. The initial orbits chosen are
Neptune-crossing:
Uranus-crossing:
36.0 AU
28.0 AU
30.2 AU
23.5 AU
18.0 AU
19.0 AU
0.2
0.15
0.05
0.2
0.2
0.05
6°
6°
4°
6°
6°
4.5°
These calculations were made with the
original Arnold procedure, rather than that
I have used more recently, wherein the ef-
fect of the free oscillations of the secular
perturbations was included. At present there
are no adequate data on this phenomenon
for orbits in the outer solar system.
Histograms showing the time at which the
body first becomes Jupiter-crossing are pre-
sented in figures 4 through 6. Following
Jupiter-crossing, the orbital evolution will
follow the course previously calculated for
short-period comets. The time scale for this
subsequent evolution will be -— 106 years,
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Figure 5.—Histogram showing the time distribution
of lunar impacts resulting from comets initially in
Uranus-crossing orbits.
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Figure 6.—The time distribution of lunar impacts
from the combined effect of Neptune- and Uranus-
crossing comets.
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usually culminating in ejection by Jupiter
into hyperbolic heliocentric orbits. If Earth
or Moon impact occurs, it will be within 107
years of initial crossing. Therefore, on the
time scale of 108 to 109 years, the time dis-
tribution of Jupiter-crossing is equivalent
to the time distribution of Earth or Moon
impacts.
The shaded portion of the histograms
shown in figures 4 and 5 represents those
initial orbits with low eccentricity. The
general similarity of the low- and moderate-
eccentricity results shows that the results
are not strongly dependent on details of the
initial orbits.
The cumulative impact flux from these
sources is shown (on a logarithmic scale) in
figure 7. There is considerable similarity be-
tween this curve and the lunar impact rate
inferred by various authors on the basis of
crater investigations (e.g., ref. 7).
The fact that no increase is found at 4
b.y. corresponds to the "cataclysm" of Tera
and Wasserburg. The flux of these bodies on
the Earth may be estimated to be
present cometary lifetime near
_flux_ Neptune
primordial cometary lifetime in
flux Oort cloud
Number in Oort cloud
Number in Neptune region
D C O C
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Figure 7.—Cumulative lunar impact flux from Nep-
tune and Uranus sources.
The lifetimes are — 108 and ~ 1010 years, re-
spectively, and the ratio of the number of
comets in the Oort cloud to the number in
the vicinity of Neptune is the efficiency for
population of the cloud which may be esti-
mated to be —' 1 percent. Therefore, it is esti-
mated that the early cometary flux was
~' 104 times the present flux. This is adequate
to provide the integrated early cratering of
the lunar terra, and it is quite possible that
cometary bodies and their inactive cores have
been the primary source of lunar bombard-
ment over almost all of solar system history.
The Lunar Cataclysm
Plausible natural sources have been found
for the principal features of the time-
dependent lunar meteoroid flux, with the ex-
ception of the peak in this flux which appears
to have occurred 4 b.y. ago.
Some suggestions can be made as to how
this missing peak can be supplied from a
heliocentric source in as natural a way as
possible.
The interval of 600 m.y. between the ori-
gin of the solar system and the appearance
of this peak suggests that it be associated
with the disruption of a large body belong-
ing to one of the populations previously
identified as having a characteristic life-
time of hundreds of millions of years. The
rapid decay of the disrupted material must
occur from orbits with characteristically
short lifetimes of < 108 years, such as Earth-
crossing orbits or those with aphelion near
Jupiter.
The mass of material impacting the Moon
in this event must be ~ 1022 g. As in the case
of the integrated "normal" flux, the small
cross section of the Moon requires that the
total mass disrupted in the inner solar sys-
tem be much greater, <- 1024 g for bodies
with a high (— 50 percent) probability of
impacting a terrestrial planet, and even
larger for bodies with a high probability of
being deflected into Jupiter-crossing and,
from there, into hyperbolic ejection orbits.
Three heliocentric sources of the necessary
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lifetime have been identified:
1. High-inclination (e.g., 45°) Earth-
crossing orbit
2. Mars-crossing with perihelion well
within the orbit of Mars (e.g., Eros)
3. "Comets" in Uranus or Jupiter orbits
The latter two sources have the character-
istic that although the lifetime of the source
region is maintained in the <— 10H-year range
by its initial conditions, disruption can oc-
cur in low-inclination Earth-crossing orbit,
leading to a short residual lifetime for the
fragments
The only portion of the solar system defi-
nitely known to contain objects anywhere
near the proper mass is the asteroid belt.
However the required mass of i-> 1024 g is
about equal to the mass of the largest as-
teroid, Ceres. There is no special reason why
a similar body should or should not have
been in a suitable Mars-crossing orbit after
the formation of the planets. On a time scale
appropriate to the observed interval of 600
m.y. this body will be deflected by Mars into
Earth-crossing. Earth perturbations will usu-
ally cause it to become Venus-crossing as
well, within ^ 10° years. It is necessary that
this body have a high probability of being
disrupted while in Earth-crossing orbit rather
than of impacting a planet prior to disrup-
tion. The reason for this is that in the latter
case it would have only a small probability
of hitting the Moon. In order to avoid an ad
hoc assumption that the one such body sur-
viving until a point in time 4 b.y. ago took
the improbable course of hitting the Moon
rather than Earth or Venus, it would be
necessary to assume there were many such
bodies. This would then lead to the problem
that the record of their subsequent impact
cannot be found on the Earth. In order to
produce more than one mare basin, the even
more difficult problem of requiring more than
one Moon-impacting body would be incurred.
A breakup avoids these difficulties by spread-
ing the product of a single impact among the
various terrestrial planets and the Moon at
a single time.
The most obvious way to cause a disrup-
tion is for the body of 1024 g to impact a
smaller asteroid (e.g., 10-° g) while travers-
ing the asteroid belt. The difficulty with this
is that again an improbable event will have
been invoked. Calculations of the lifetimes
of asteroids (e.g., ref. 40) show that the life-
times of asteroids of this size are —' 1011
years, and the probability of being destroyed
by collision during the <— 107 years an as-
teroid is in Earth-crossing orbit is very
small (—- 10~4). The somewhat greater den-
sity of bodies in the asteroid belt 4 b.y. ago
may increase this probability slightly. How-
ever, by this time most of the short-lived
bodies would have been removed and the ef-
fect would be small.
There exists a much more probable cause
of disruption. The Earth- or Venus-impacting
probability of an Earth- or Venus-crossing
body in an orbit derived from Mars-crossing
is about 30 percent. For small bodies, about
this fraction will end their course by hitting
the Earth or Venus; the remainder will
strike Mars or Mercury, make a very close
approach to the Sun, or be perturbed
by Earth or Venus into Jupiter-crossing and
subsequent ejection. However, prior to im-
pacting Earth or Venus, there is a high
probability that the body will come within
'— 3 planetary radii of one of these planets,
i.e., within the Roche limit. This is more
probable than actually impacting the planet
in the ratio RK-/RP2 where RR is the Roche
distance and Rp is the planetary radius.
Therefore, for bodies of sufficiently low
strength relative to the force of tidal dis-
ruption, a much more probable event is tidal
fragmentation. Most of the remaining frag-
ments will continue in heliocentric orbits.
Their slightly different velocities following
disruption will result in different subsequent
planetary approaches and in divergent or-
bital evolution. A portion of the fragments
will hit the Moon, in accordance with the rela-
tive impact probabilities described in the
next section.
This is a probable course of events leading
to a lunar cataclysm, provided a sufficiently
large Mars-crossing body were initially
present.
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An identical disruption history could be
described for an unusually large comet de-
rived from Neptune- or Uranus-crossing. In
contrast to the asteroidal situation, no comets
of sufficient size are known. The cometary
contribution will be dominated by those few
bodies which chance to evolve into Earth-
crossing orbits with aphelion <C 4.2 AU. Such
bodies will have about a 5 percent probabil-
ity of impacting Earth or Venus, and about
a .15 percent probability of hitting the Moon.
Therefore, a comet with the apparently im-
probable mass of ~ 1023 g is required. This
may be compared with the mass of ~ 1018 g
usually assumed for comets. However, comets
have been observed for only a few thousand
years, and a comet this large would not nec-
essarily be a conspicuous object if its peri-
helion were beyond 2 AU. There is at present
one body with a mass of ~ 10-7 g in a
Neptune-crossing orbit (Pluto) and the pos-
sibility of there being many objects of —- 102B
g early in the history of the solar system
cannot be ruled out a priori. The high inclina-
tion of Uranus' rotation axis may be a further
indication of the former presence of large
bodies in this region.
A conceivable way to produce the "cata-
clysm" without invoking an unusually large
comet would be to assume that the formation
of Uranus and Neptune were delayed by 600
m.y. Such a delay, owing to their slow rate
of accretion, is in itself plausible, as dis-
cussed by Levin (ref. 41). In this case the
"cataclysm" would correspond to the initial
"spike" produced from Uranus-crossers dur-
ing the first 108 years. This alternative is
not very attractive. The effect is not large
enough. Furthermore, if Uranus were de-
layed 600 m.y., it is natural to suppose Nep-
tune would be delayed much longer. This
would lead to a second "Neptune cataclysm"
late in solar system history, which is not ob-
served on either Earth or Moon.
Undoubtedly there are other possibilities,
but those I have thought of present more
difficulties than those mentioned above. For
example, the mechanisms involving asteroid-
Jupiter resonances proposed by Williams
(ref. 42) and Zimmerman and Wetherill
(ref. 43) almost certainly contribute to the
lunar meteoroid flux. However, in order to
provide the peak in flux 4 b.y. ago, an as-
teroid of —-1025 g would have to be totally
disrupted in the asteroid belt. As discussed
earlier, this is an unlikely event.
Of those processes considered, the most
plausible to produce this peak is probably
tidal disruption of a large asteroid per-
turbed by Mars into an Earth-crossing orbit.
The similar process with a cometary source,
as well as those involving geocentric bodies,
may be considered as possible alternatives.
Cratering on the Terrestrial Planets
Now that a reasonable understanding ex-
ists concerning the absolute cratering time
scale of the Moon, it is of interest to learn
what this can tell us about the cratering time
scale of the other terrestrial planets. This
possibility is largely confined to the helio-
centric component of the cratering flux,
again emphasizing the importance of find-
ing some way to separate the effect of these
two sources.
An object in Earth-crossing (and Moon-
crossing) orbit will make close approaches
to the Earth much more often than it will
strike the Earth. These close approaches will
change the orbital elements of the body. As
a result of these changes the body can, for
example, become Venus-crossing, after which
close approaches and impacts with Venus
become possible also. Continuation of this
process can lead to the possibility of the
body's striking any of the terrestrial planets.
The relative probability of striking the vari-
ous planets will depend upon the initial orbit
of the body.
The orbital evolution of various initial
orbits has been calculated by use of the de-
velopment of Arnolds' Monte Carlo method
described previously (ref. 44). Some modifi-
cations in the calculations were made in
order that a statistically significant number
of impacts with the smaller bodies, i.e., Moon
and Mercury, could be obtained. This was
done in two ways:
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1. As described by Arnold (ref. 1)
(1965), the close approaches are con-
sidered as random impacts on a target
circle centered on the planet and hav-
ing an orientation perpendicular to
the velocity of the passing body. The
radius of the target circle is chosen to
be a specified number of planetary
radii, K. Impacts on the outer half of
this target circle, i.e., approaches at
distances greater than K/2 planetary
radii, are weighted differently from
those on the inner half, in order to in-
clude the effect of more distant ap-
proaches within the sphere of influence
of the perturbing planet, but beyond
the radius of the target circle. This
causes the perturbing effect of a par-
ticular planet to be independent of the
radius chosen for the target circle as-
sociated with that planet, provided it
is chosen to be large enough to elimi-
nate large statistical fluctuations. In
order to increase the number of inter-
actions with the smaller planets
(Moon, Mars, and Mercury) a larger
target radius, K, is chosen for these
planets. This in itself does not increase
the probability of impacting the planet
at all, nor does it increase the perturb-
ing effect of the planet. It merely
smoothes out statistical fluctuations
that would otherwise occur if a small
planet had to compete on an even basis
with large planets in the choice of the
next planet to be approached.
2. For intersections on the inner half of
the target circle, the only difference
between an impact and a close ap-
proach is that for an impact a random
number is found to have a value be-
tween 0 and 4/jK"2, whereas a close ap-
proach occurs when the number is
between 4./K- and 1.0. For example,
for K = 10 planetary radii, the area of
the inner half of the circle is 25 square
planetary radii. The probability of im-
pact is 1/25, which corresponds to the
random number's being between 0 and
.04. However, this choice of the range
of the random number designated as
"impact" rather than "close approach"
is arbitrary. Therefore, close ap-
proaches resulting from the number's
being between .04 and .08 would have
been impacts if impacts had been as-
signed to random numbers in this in-
terval. In this way close approaches,
in the inner half of the target circle,
may be "scored" as impacts, and the
evolution calculation permitted to con-
tinue. In order to do this properly, it
is necessary to permit each range of
.04 to be counted as an impact only
once, and also to continue the orbital
evolution when the random number is
between 0 and .04. When this proce-
dure of scoring close approaches as im-
pacts is combined with the procedure
described in 1., above, of augmenting
K for the smaller planets, the apparent
relative impact rate on the smaller
planets increases, thereby providing a
more statistically significant number
of impacts. Effectively, the number of
runs has been increased by a factor
(K/2)2 as each run is now equivalent
to (K/2)2 runs with different choices
of the random number region desig-
nated as impact for each run. At the
end, the effect of obtaining more im-
pacts on the smaller planets is corrected
for exactly by dividing the number of
impacts on each planet by the value of
K2 used for that planet. Without these
modifications, the cost of obtaining
statistically significant data for lunar
impacts would be prohibitive.
The results of these calculations are shown
in table 1. All these probabilities are relative
to the Moon, which is assigned the value of
unity.
The first group (A) of initial orbits cor-
respond to initial orbits which penetrate
deeply into the inner solar system. All have
aphelia in the asteroid belt. The first two
have perihelia within the orbit of Mercury,
while the third has perihelion within the or-
bit of Venus. It is seen that the probabili-
ties per unit area of impacting Mercury,
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Table 1.—Relative Impact Probability per Unit Area
(Moon = 1.0)
A. At Least Mars-, Earth-, or Venus-Crossing
Object
P/Encke
Icarus
1959LM
Perihelion Aphelion
0.34
0.19
0.70
4.18
1.97
3.61
Earth
Impact
Effectiveness
(Percent)
6.0
18.5
5.2
B. Aphelion Near 4 AU; Earth- or Mars-Crossing
1.01 4.00
1.36 4.67
C. Nearly Circular Initial Orbits
Near:
24.0
0.11
Mercury
4.21
7.50
1.60
0.30
0.69
Venus
2.37
1.97
2.34
0.94
1.26
Earth
1.23
1.08
1.34
2.26
1.78
Mars
0.37
0.45
0.27
1.15
0.71
Mars
Earth
Venus
Mercury
1.27
0.98
0.67
0.33
1.89
0.99
0.82
0.41
27.8
45.0
29.6
<.01
1.08
1.05
1.08
>1.B
XlO'
2.58
3.02
2.44
—
2.82
3.99
1.36
—
11.9
0.96
0.18
—
Venus, Earth, or Moon are comparable,
whereas that of hitting Mars is somewhat
less. The Mercury-crossing bodies have a
higher probability per unit area of striking
Mercury than the other planets. The statis-
tical uncertainty in these numbers is about
10 percent.
The first entry in Set B corresponds to
initial orbits similar to those from which
most meteoroids become Earth-crossing at
present (ref. 36). Initially the Earth is at its
perihelion, and the geocentric velocity is low.
This causes the gravitational radius of the
Earth to be large, increasing its impact rate
relative to the Moon. Further orbital evolu-
tion results in frequent Venus impacts and
an appreciable rate of Mercury impact. To
some extent, Mercury is shielded by Earth
and Venus and the rate of Mercury impact is
about an order of magnitude lower than that
found for the Mercury-crossers in Set A. The
rate of impact on the Moon and Mars is com-
parable, as discussed elsewhere (ref. 39). The
second entry in Set B represents an initial
orbit beyond the orbit of Earth and with
aphelion near Jupiter. Jupiter perturbations
will frequently bring such bodies into Earth-
crossing. Again, the impact rate per unit
area on all the terrestrial planets is the same
order of magnitude.
A more extreme situation is illustrated by
the orbits of Set C. Here the initial orbits
crossed only one planet. If the planets were in
perfectly circular orbits no other planet
would be crossed, because of the conservation
of relative velocity in subsequent encounters.
This is equivalent to the constancy of the
Jacobi integral in the restricted 3-body
problem. In spite of this tendency for the
orbits to remain in the vicinity of one planet,
they nevertheless evolve in such a way as to
have a comparable probability of impacting
all the terrestrial planets, again per unit area.
A marked exception is the Mercury-crossing
case, which never becomes Venus-crossing.
The small mass of Mercury and the large
energy change necessary to become Venus-
crossing preclude this occurring at a signifi-
cant rate.
These results do not include the effect of
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Figure 8.—Calculated impact velocities on Mercury
and Moon for a body initially in an orbit similar
to that from which meteorites are being derived at
present. Although the absolute values of the veloci-
ties are somewhat dependent on the initial orbit,
the ratio of velocities remains within a factor of
~ 2 for most initial orbits.
the meteoroid flux in the range of 100 g to
10* g, as given by McCrosky (ref. 38), is
dominated by orbits similar to the earth-
grazing orbit Al and the Venus-crossing
orbit B3. Including the velocity effect at
Mercury, it is probably most reasonable to
use the same proportionality factor for Mer-
cury and the Moon. Mars is a somewhat dif-
ferent case. In addition to the sources pre-
vailing at Earth's orbit, Mars will receive
impacts from asteroids on the inner edge of
the asteroid belt. In addition, there is signif-
icant transport of dust and associated ero-
sion on Mars. Considering these problems, as
discussed elsewhere (ref. 39), it is probably
best to use a Mars flux/Moon flux factor of 1
to 2 rather than the value of 10 frequently
used.
There is still much to be done before an
entirely satisfactory time scale exists for the
terrestrial planets other than the Earth. It
may be expected, however, that present lunar
and planetary studies will be a very signifi-
cant aid in this endeavor.
the mean energy of the impacts varying from
planet to planet. The energy of each impact
was also computed. This effect will be partic-
ularly important for Mercury, because typi-
cal impact velocities on that planet are about
twice those on the Moon. Therefore a smaller
mass will produce a crater of the same size.
The results of a typical calculation of the
velocity distribution are shown in figure 8.
Depending on the exact size distribution of
the impacting bodies, this will increase the
integral number of craters greater than a
given diameter by a factor of 2 to 3.
It can be concluded that the heliocentric
flux producing lunar craters will also produce
a similar number of craters per unit area on
all the terrestrial planets. If such a flux
causes a "cataclysm" at 3.9 b.y. on the Moon,
it will cause a "cataclysm" on all the planets.
Therefore, a reasonable first approximation
might be to assume that, except for a constant
factor </>(t) is the same for all the terrestrial
planets. There is still a serious uncertainty
in the constant factor. At the present time
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